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Giuseppe Marino,

President of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce

Dear Members and Friends,

it is a must open the February Newsletter

of the Chamber with a though to what is

happening in Ukraine really close to our

countries, in the hearth of Europe. The

sadness of the war, the sadness of seeing

an invasion with such violence and

contempt for human rights is something

that we would not have thought to see

and in any case that we never wanted to

see. We really hope that reason will prevail

counting on the key role of diplomacy

that we believe is the only way to solve

the conflicts in a civilized world. We are of

course particularly concerned also for the

economic and trade consequences and

problems of this situation that are already

directly affecting also some of our

members and we will continuously work to

give our support in our powers and

capabilities.

In terms of Chamber's activities after a

really intense beginning of the year, we

ended February hosting in our monthly

Smart Talk Irene Georgalla, Head of

Economic Diplomacy Unit of the Cyprus

MFA that gave us important information,

confirming the interest and willingness of

Cyprus’s Government to keep and further

develop an attractive business

environment in the country. Our Smart Talk

journey will continue in March with the

presence of Francesco Quagliozzi,

Director General of Irritec, one of the

Italian leading company in AgriTech

Sector that will be a great occasion to

discuss about Innovation and

Sustainability.

In the mean time we are happy to say

that we see a continuously increase of

interest of Italian companies in developing

business in Cyprus and surely an important

driver are the opportunities linked to the

NRRP especially linked to technology,

health and energy that are sectors where

the Chamber is actively involved also in

the promotion of specific consortia.

Last but not least I would like to remark

again that we are finalizing the agenda of

the upcoming trade missions covering all

the sectors and in this regard our office is

at disposal for all the necessaries info.

Stay tuned and enjoy the reading!
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Ukraine is one of us and we want them in the

European Union said the President of the EU

Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, answering

to Euronews’ journalist on 27th February, who

asked if Ukraine should be given candidacy

for EU membership.

“We have a process with Ukraine that is, for

example, of integrating the Ukrainian market

into the single market we do have. We have

very close cooperation on the energy grid,

for example. So many topics where we work

very closely together and indeed over time,

they belong to us. They are one of us and we

want them in.”

"Of course, it is important that the Ukrainian

side agrees to the peace talks and that

conditions are fine for the Ukrainian side. In

general, it is always better to have peace

talks than to have a fight. The trust in

President Putin is completely broken and

eroded," the European Commission President

added.

In the evening, von der Leyen wrote in a

Tweet that she had spoken to Ukrainian

President Volodymyr Zelensky, "who leads

the determined resistance to the Russian

invasion. I explained to him the strong and

immediate measures we are taking to

support Ukraine’s defense, its economy & the

refugees, as well as the new sanctions

against Russia and Belarus" von der Leyen

wrote.

In a press point in the afternoon with EU High

Representative for Foreign Policy Josep

Borrell, von der Leyen announced that "for

the first time ever the European Union will

finance the purchase and delivery of

weapons and other equipment to a country

that is under attack. This is a watershed

moment.”

The new measures, such as shutting down the

EU airspace for Russians "are in addition to

the solid package I presented yesterday [ed.

26th February], agreed by our international

partners.” but also “Under this package,

major Russian banks will be excluded from

the SWIFT system and we will also ban

transactions by the Russian central bank and

freeze all its assets, to prevent it from financing

Putin's war. And we will hit the assets of

Russian oligarchs," the President added. She

also announced: "At the same time, we are

strengthening once more our sanctions

against the Kremlin and its collaborator,

Lukashenko's regime. We will introduce

restrictive measures" against "the most

important sectors" of Belarus' economy. “Stop

the export of products such as fuels, minerals,

tobacco, timber, cement, iron and steel. And

a ban on trade will be extended" for those

sectors on which "Russia has been

sanctioned".

"We continue to coordinate closely with our

partners around the world. And we remain in

close contact with our Ukrainian friends.

President Zelensky's leadership and his

courage and the resilience of the Ukrainian

people are impressive and exceptional. They

are an inspiration.” “In an unprecedented

move, we will ban the Kremlin's media

machine from the EU. Russia Today and

Sputnik, which are controlled by the

government, and the newspapers linked to

them will no longer be allowed to spread their

lies to justify Putin's war and create divisions in

the EU. We are developing tools to ban this

toxic and damaging disinformation in

Europe".

Von der Leyen: "Ukraine is one of us, we want them in the 
European Union".
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The crisis generated by the pandemic has

shown the criticalities of the healthcare

sector, necessitating a different, more

efficient and effective approach to improve

its services.

The Republic of Cyprus, as of 2019, had

already implemented policies to boost the

national GHS (General Healthcare System),

following an official criticism from the Health

Insurance Organisation, the agency in

charge of the GHS funds, which had

denounced the delay in the reorganisation

of public hospitals, to the extent that they

had been forced to send patients abroad

(UK, Germany, Greece and Israel) due to the

lack of centres capable of providing the

necessary healthcare treatment.

The Cypriot RRP has allocated (Axis1) €74.1

million (6% of the budget) for Public Health

and, in Component 1.1, has planned 3

reforms and 7 investments for a radical

innovation of the national health system,

through the creation of new facilities, the

purchase of state-of-the-art technological

equipment, the digital innovation of the GHS,

the modernisation of state hospitals. All these

actions aim at achieving the efficiency levels

of international standards.

The drive to develop modern

computerisation systems is part of a complex

process and moves together with the

creation of integrated hospital facilities and

infrastructure in order to provide a high

quality of health services in Cyprus.

In order to achieve the modernisation in a

short period of time, there is a clear need to

include domestic and foreign private

initiatives to carry out projects, after analyzing

the general situation of the Cypriot National

Health Service, that can also involve Italian

investors for the construction of a hospital

facility in Nicosia.

It is clear how much the negative impact of

the pandemic has affected the Cypriot

health sector, which was not already

prosperous. In fact, in Cyprus there are 8

public hospitals and 73 private hospitals,

which account for 60% and 47% of the beds

respectively.

Analysing an average age of the population

and the projected longevity of the Cypriot

population, it is clear that it requires an

implementation of health services.

The creation of new hospitals could provide

new beds for emergency care and

rehabilitation; moreover, the facility can

provided outpatient rooms, laboratories and

new departments, to respond, among others,

for the needs of radiology and specialised

surgery.

In this field, the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce is at work on the creation of a

consortium that involves important Italian

operators to invest in a specific project.

Moreover, the Chamber of Commerce is

working to create fruitful cooperation,

supporting development initiatives in the

health sector and acting as a point of

reference for contacts and information. The

Chamber's efforts in this field included the

organisation of two important events: the 4th

Cypriot-Italian Business Forum (29th

September 2021), where, among other topics,

was discussed 'Health: Innovation in Health

Sector"; the 2nd Cypriot-Italian Health Industry

Forum (1st December 2021), was another

opportunity for stakeholders in the sector,

which, as stated by President Giuseppe

Marino, "gave a step forward to

collaborations between Italian and Cypriot

companies in the field of Innovations in

Healthcare, highlighting models of

excellence".

The Healthcare sector is wide and complex, it

needs interactions, cooperation, skills and

project. It is an important business for the

economic and social progress, and never as

in this moment the Italy-Cyprus cooperation

can lead to excellent results.

New Developments in the Health Sector 
in Cyprus.
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According to data published by Eurostat, the

Republic of Cyprus ranks ninth in the list of

European countries in the use of Renewable

Energy Sources (RES) for energy needs in the

heating and cooling sector.

The list of countries with the highest use of RES

(solar thermal, electrification of heating by

heat pumps, geothermal energy, solid, liquid

and gaseous biofuels and the renewable

part of waste) shows Sweden in first place

(66%), followed by Estonia and Finland (58%),

Latvia (57%), Denmark (51%), Lithuania (50%).

In 2020, Cyprus obtained 37.1% of its total

energy from renewable energy sources. This

figure is well above the European average

(23%) and proves Cyprus as an

environmentally aware country and

committed to contributing to climate

change, through better waste management,

proper waste disposal and recycling with the

development of more efficient systems for

the production of electricity, such as waste-

to-energy plants.

The Republic of Cyprus has earmarked EUR

447.6 million for Ecological Transition (36.4% of

the RRP), of which EUR 166.4 million (13.5%) for

the innovation of agricultural techniques

aimed at the sustainable use of water

resources, the prevention and control of

pollution and the protection of ecosystems.

The investments and reforms of the Cypriot

RRP focus on the use of equipment that

generates renewable energy and that is

included in the construction of buildings, as

reflected in the high percentage of energy

obtained for heating and cooling.

The specific investment aims to achieve

national GHG emission reduction targets by

increasing the participation of renewable

energy sources in the energy consumption of

buildings, improving supply, promoting the

efficiency and penetration of renewable

energy sources and investing in storage,

cooling and heating systems.

In the 'waste to energy' process, the Minister

of Agriculture, Rural Development and

Environment of Cyprus, H.E. Costas Kadis

highlighted how the further increase of funds

(EUR 90 million) compared to what was

planned in the RRP contributes to moving

Cyprus towards a green and circular

economy, together with the collaboration

with H.E. Natasa Pilides, Minister of Energy,

Commerce and Industry, in the programmes

for waste separation, decarbonisation, agri-

tech and renewables.

Italy is also aiming at full environmental

sustainability, with smart agriculture and bio-

economy solutions, better waste

management, strengthening the

infrastructure for separate waste collection

with specific recycling targets, and the

creation of energy from renewable sources.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce, in

its role as a platform for dialogue between

the two countries, has repeatedly created

opportunities for the exchange of best

practices. During the Smart Talk in September

2021, on 'Cyprus green and clean', H.E.

Minister Kadis elaborated on the Ministry's

position regarding the management and

reuse of resources and the desire to

strengthen trade relations between our two

countries and raise awareness among

investors of the economic advantages on the

Italian-Cypriot axis.

Virtuous Use of Renewable Energies 
in Cyprus.
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the new policies regarding renewable energy

sources and encourages us to continue in this

direction".

Creating a virtuous circle from waste

recycling to RES production is the winning

formula for energy saving and environmental

protection.

5

"Italy and Cyprus - said the President of the

Chamber Giuseppe Marino - are united in

achieving the same objectives of

environmental protection, virtuous recycling

of waste, optimization of resources and

economic cooperation. Eurostat's data

confirms the correctness and effectiveness of

Cooperation for Innovative Startups.

Cyprus needs imports and FDI (Foreign Direct

Investment) and this means excellent business

opportunities for new companies, innovative

SMEs and startups for greening, sustainability,

digital and ESG projects, supported by the

NRRPs programmes and funds.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

acts as a platform for the development of

synergies between the two countries also with

regard to start-ups, directing them on the

three allied guidelines for new business:

entrepreneurship, technology and innovation.

In this regard, the Chamber encourages all

the startups companies to enter in contact

with our office to have further insights on

possible support and development.

The Republic of Cyprus has implemented a

series of development policies aimed at

attracting innovative startups to its territory,

also thanks to new regulations that, by

reducing the high bureaucratic burden,

generate great opportunities for investment

and cooperation for the realization of the

island's economic recovery.

One of the service companies supporting

innovative startups is the Cypriot Trepers,

owned by Vasilis Polemitis, based in Nicosia,

which is a hub for new economy information

for startups and SMEs. Trepers is a showcase

for startups open to create joint ventures in

different sectors (health, technology,

ecology, food, real estate, RES).

Thanks to the five types of companies

envisaged by the government, each with

specific legal and fiscal characteristics,

investors can choose the most suitable for the

activity carried out by their company.

Italy is a large incubator of startups leader,

among others, in the Food-Tech sector,

which, using innovative digital technologies

follows the whole food chain (production,

preservation, processing, packaging, control,

distribution) guaranteeing traceability and

food safety. Italy is the seat of important

international accelerators, covering several

sectors.
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storage projects, in order to develop a joint

action protocol and the establishment of a

National Research Centre on hydrogen-

related issues.

In Lombardy, is operational 'H2iseO', a railway

transport project launched by Ferrovie Nord

Milano and Trenord with the collaboration of

Enel Green Power, Snam and A2A. It involves

the purchase of six hydrogen-powered trains

which, starting from 2023, will operate in

Valcamonica (on the Brescia-Iseo-Edolo line),

replacing the current diesel railcars. The

project includes the construction of a

hydrogen production, storage and distribution

plant. By 2025, distribution will also be

extended, through the network managed by

Snam, to local public transport (40 vehicles),

with the possibility of opening up to freight

logistics.

In Emilia-Romagna, Eni is aiming to create the

first offshore hydrogen valley: 'Agnes' consists

of two wind farms, one photovoltaic and the

other electrolytic for the production of green

hydrogen, which exploits disused gas

extraction platforms (there are around 75 in

the Adriatic). According to a study by

Stanford University, in the future hydrogen

could be extracted directly from the sea, and

this is an excellent opportunity for market

expansion.
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Innovation in hydrogen technology is one of

the steps towards achieving Energy and

Environmental Transition. Italy has allocated

3.2 billion euros of the NRRP for research,

experimentation, production and use of

hydrogen, following the European

Commission's climate change directives

(which foresees a reduction of CO2 emissions

from 40% to 55% in 2030).

In its National Strategy, the Italian

government has set a target of using

hydrogen for energy of 2% by 2030 and up to

20% by 2050.

Hydrogen is an energy carrier that is

produced by extracting it from natural gas

(steam reforming) or water (electrolysis), the

so-called 'green hydrogen'. But this type of

hydrogen is only green, i.e. with zero

emissions, if it is produced from renewable

sources such as wind or solar power, and

currently only 5% of energy comes from RES

(while 95% comes from fossil fuels).

Paradoxically, green hydrogen is a 'green'

source produced in an environmentally

unsustainable way. As the price of hydrogen

varies according to its environmental impact,

it is clear that the current higher cost of

producing green hydrogen (3.5/5 $/Kg) will

clash in the future with the lower

environmental impact, falling below $2 in

2030 and below $1 by 2050.

For this reason, are emerging so-called

'Hydrogen Valleys' (around 20 in Europe and

2 in the UK), ecosystems that include

production, infrastructure and consumption

of hydrogen in a defined area and combine

research, industrial and civil uses and

sustainable mobility. In Italy, the projects are

supported by NRRP funds (37% for Green

Transition), funds from the European

Investment Bank and National Promotion

Banks and Institutions (Cassa Depositi e

Prestiti), and private capital.

The University of Turin and the Polytechnic are

working together on Innovative energy
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Starting in May 2021, the three-year project,

funded with €14 million by the Ministry of

Ecological Transition as part of Mission

Innovation (a global initiative involving 24

countries and the European Commission),

with the aim of accelerating innovation in the

field of clean energy and combating climate

change, involves universities, research

institutes, associations and enterprises.

Participating countries have pledged to

double their investment in research and

development in clean energy technologies,

while encouraging higher levels of private

sector investment.

The HdV Casaccia aims to demonstrate the

contribution of hydrogen to reducing CO2

emissions in mobility, industry, power

generation and residential applications.

Among the most interesting applications is

power-to-gas, a process that uses electrolysis

to produce hydrogen from electricity

generated from renewable sources,

highlighting the function of hydrogen as a

'stabiliser' of the electricity grid and a

'connecting element' with the gas grid. A

hydrogen pipeline will also be built to

transport pure hydrogen.

Other projects are located in Southern Italy.
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Two port hubs are also Italian: Marghera and

Civitavecchia. The first, created by the

'Hydrogen Park' consortium of companies,

has nominated Venice for the European

'Horizon 2020 Green Ports' programme, which

aims to support projects to make maritime

freight traffic more sustainable. In the

second, the port authority is a partner in the

'Life3H' project, coordinated by the Abruzzo

Region, and shares sites for the production,

storage and use of hydrogen under the

banner of sustainable mobility with three

refuelling stations between the Altopiano

delle Rocche in Abruzzo, the Terni steelworks

and the port of Civitavecchia.

The first technological incubator for the

development of the national hydrogen

supply chain, 'Hydrogen Demo Valley' (HdV),

is run by Enea (National Agency for New

Technologies, Energy and Sustainable

Economic Development) at the Casaccia

Research Centre near Rome. It is a

multifunctional platform covering more than

100 hectares, where around 1,000

researchers and technicians are involved in

testing and validating new technologies,

components and systems in the fields of

decarbonisation, renewable sources, energy

efficiency and the circular economy.
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540,000 new jobs by 2050.

Cyprus’s commitment to invest in RES has

been repeatedly reiterated by H.E. Natasa

Pilides, Minister of Energy, Commerce and

Industry, now that the National Strategy 2020-

2030 foresees an increase in demand in

several sectors.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is

working on an early stage project related to

the realization of a Hydrogen Valley in the

Mediterranean with funds from the NRRPs,

placing Sicily and Cyprus as islands in line with

the European objectives for Energy Transition

and as reference points for the

Mediterranean area.

In conclusion, green hydrogen will offer Italy a

great opportunity to become a major player

in the European energy market and, together

with Cyprus, can foster connections in the

Mediterranean to achieve climate neutrality

in 2050, as envisaged in the Hydrogen

Strategy for a Climate-neutral Europe

launched by the European Commission on 8th

July 2020, in cooperation with IRENA

(International Renewable Energy Agency).

The European Clean Hydrogen Alliance, the

European Union's platform for hydrogen,

which brings together industry, research,

public institutions and civil society, with other

30 Italian members, including Enea, will

implement the EU strategy.
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A memorandum of understanding signed by

Edison and Snam with Saipem and Alboran

has led to the creation of the 'Puglia Green

Hydrogen Valley' for the construction of three

green hydrogen production plants in Brindisi,

Taranto and Cerignola (Foggia). The facilities

will bring hydrogen to industry through

injection -blending- into the local Snam gas

network and will also be used for sustainable

mobility.

In Sicily, the aim – as declared by the

Regional Minister of Energy Daniela Baglieri –

is to create a National Green Hydrogen

Centre, through collaboration between the

Sicily Region, Universities, leading companies

in the sector and the large centres in

Syracuse, Milazzo and Gela. A plant for the

production of grey hydrogen (through steam

reforming) has already been built at the Eni

biorefinery in Gela. In agreement with Enel,

have been set up two other pilot projects

that will include an electrolyser to generate

sustainable hydrogen by 2023. The ambitious

goal of Sicily as a hydrogen hub, and Italy as

a keystone for green energy production and

as a bridge for hydrogen transport between

North Africa and Europe, seems feasible

according to a study by Snam, taking

advantage of existing gas distribution

infrastructure. Furthermore, the use of

hydrogen for transport, industry and heating

would reduce emissions and create
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that have made the treasures of Italian

museums accessible through multimedia and

audiovisual content; guided tours in Italian

language through the history of our country;

tributes to Dante Alighieri; round tables

dedicated to the 'Women who built the

Republic'; performances by Italian and

foreign actors; events dedicated to opera

music.

“The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce -

said President Giuseppe Marino - believes in

the various possibilities offered by the Cultural

Institutes to create contacts and cultural

exchange processes at an international level.

Besides promoting the image of a country,

they provide information and logistical

support to public and private operators, both

Italian and foreign, in a virtuous circle that

contributes to the development and to the

consolidation of relations. IICs are instruments

of true 'cultural diplomacy' of our country".

Remarking the importance of culture also in

the development of the relations the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce has recently

granted its patronage to the initiative

'Limitrofi: only space remembers -comparison

between Greeks of the East and Greeks of the

West', organised by the Associazione

Culturale Leucò led by the artist Stefania

Pennacchio, in collaboration with Vassilis

Vassiliades and Salvatore Nicosia, which will

be held between July and November in

Syracuse, Athens and Nicosia.
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Cultural Institutes around the world carry out

a very important mission, as showcases of a

country's identity, origins and traditions, and

as driving forces behind cultural cooperation

initiatives and activities.

There are currently 82 Italian Cultural Institutes

(IIC) operating abroad, located in the main

cities of the world. They are peripheral

bodies, managed and coordinated by the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International

Cooperation, and their activities contribute

to the network that makes up the 'Italian

System'.

Established by royal decree in 1926 for

diplomatic and immigration reasons, they

were opened in the immediate post-war

period (except for Brussels, in 1932, and

Madrid, in 1939) and have always fostered

intercultural dialogue based on the principles

of democracy and international solidarity.

The law regulating the existence and

operation of IICs is no. 401 of 22nd December

1990 (updated by Decree no. 392 of 27th April

1995) which, among other things, establishes

the amount of funds allocated by the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs for each institute and the

possibility, subject to authorisation, of

creating branch offices, but always under

the Ministry. This sets some common

objectives and global initiatives such as the

Italian Language Week in the world.

In addition to organising cultural events in

various sectors (art, music, cinema, theatre,

dance, fashion, design, photography,

architecture), IICs run language courses and

libraries, disseminate history and science by

creating opportunities for interaction, and

promote initiatives aimed at encouraging

tourism.

In the last two years, due to the pandemic,

IICs around the world have been networking

in order to bring Italians abroad closer to

events and initiatives in their own countries,

albeit in a virtual way. Among the many

activities, we can mention digital platforms
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It was held on Monday

28th the February Smart Talk that hosted Irene

Georgalla, Head of Economic Diplomacy of

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of

Cyprus, focusing on action’s guidelines and

main areas of interest of the Economic

Diplomacy Department of Cyprus MFA.

After the introductory greetings by the

President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce Giuseppe Marino, also

mentioned the dramatic situation in Ukraine,

spending some words on the important role

of diplomacy in the solution of the conflicts,

the discussion was moderated by Federico

Franchina, Vice President of the Chamber,

who highlighted that where economic affairs

flourish, also peaceful relations are a

common ground of exchanges.

In the same way Mrs. Irene Georgalla,

commenting the current developments, took

the occasion to express the full solidarity to

the Ukrainian people who are suffering,

saying that Cyprus strongly condemns the

invasion of Russia in Ukraine as a country that

suffered the foreign invasion and occupation

and expressed the hopes for a constructive

dialogue that will lead to immediate suspire

of the situation. Then the Smart Talk started

giving to the audience a general overview of

the main areas of intervention of the Ministry

of Foreign Affairs regarding the Economic

Diplomacy, providing a background on the

process that led to the creation of this

specific Department within the Ministry. The

aim was to develop a strategy, finally

adopted in October 2021 by the Council of

Ministers, to allow the Ministry to takes a more

active role in the promotion of economic

and business ties, facilitating and enhancing

the work of other Ministries and stakeholders,

through the network of Embassies around the

world, leveraging diplomatic relations.

Mrs. Georgalla gave also an overview about

the model of international promotion and

business support activity of the government

of Cyprus worldwide.

In its efforts to develop economic diplomacy

for Cyprus, the Department focuses on

several elements, the most important being

the Governance of the Strategy, which links

the Inter-Ministerial Committee and the ED

Working Group through common objectives.

In a holistic way, the Committee connects at

the political level the MFA, the Ministry of

Finance and the Ministry of Energy,

Commerce and Industry, and also the three

Deputy Ministries (Tourism, Shipping, Research,

Innovation and Digital Policy) and at the

technocratic level, it involves the Directorate

General for Growth, responsible for EU funds,

and Invest Cyprus. In addition, it offers a

strategic approach for branding Cyprus,

indicating in particular the expected impact,

strategic objectives and tools to be used for

innovation and economic spillovers. It also

provides training, as well as all available

information to promote economic diplomacy,

and guidance to diplomatic staff and

Embassies in all States of representation. The

Department is also working closely with the

Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and Industry,

the Industrialists and Employers Federation

and other key professional associations like

the ICPAC, ACB, and others.

Mrs. Georgalla then indicated the sectors of

major interest that are defined by the

economic policy of the Government. At the

moment the two key policies are: the long-

term economic strategy Vision2035, which

focuses on green and digital growth,

Irene Georgalla, Head of Economic Diplomacy of MFA 
Guest of February Smart Talk.
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enhance the competitiveness of Cyprus as a

centre for professional services, but at the

same time focuses on the development of

light manufacturing, agriculture, agri-tech

and e-health. On this areas, Cyprus

emphasizes its strategy for Attracting

Businesses and Talent to Cyprus and, inter

alia, High Technology, Shipping, Innovation,

Research and Development, Biogenetics

and Biotechnology, without excluding other

potential sectors.

As regards of geographical areas, the

Department aim is to utilize the full network of

Cyprus’s Embassies abroad, however, there is

a focus on the European Union, the UK,

countries in the Eastern Mediterranean and

the Gulf, as well as the U.S., India and Japan.

This list is not exhaustive, as Cyprus is trying to

develop the economic diplomacy with all

the countries where the embassies are

present abroad.

In regard to the local economy, Cyprus

economy is dominated by services, which

account for about 82% of Gross Value

Added. In the past, the most prominent

sectors that contributed to growth included

Tourism, Shipping, Business and Financial

Services, and Real Estate. However, in the

recent years, also due to the Government

Policy, there was a broadening of the

productive base of the economy. New

sectors with significant future potential

include ICT and High Tech companies, Higher

Education (at the moment there are 9

universities operating in Cyprus), Renewable

Energy (funded by the Resilience and

Recovery Plan and National Funds).

Furthermore, Innovation is also a very

promising sector, as investment for start-ups,

Investment Funds, Health and Biotechnology

among others.

Moreover, the Smart Talk focused on the

specific actions finalized to attract foreign

companies in Cyprus, also presented by the

Minister of Energy, Commerce and Industry

H.E. Pilides in the last Cypriot-Italian Business

Forum in September. In this regard, Mrs.

Georgalla referred to the Strategy for

Attracting Businesses and Talent, adopted by

the Council of Minister in October 2021 and

implemented since beginning of 2022. The

establishment of the Business Facilitation Unit,

previously named “Business Fast Track”, has

broader competences e offers new services

to the foreign companies that would like to

establish their presence in Cyprus. Other

specific innovations and tools regard in

particular the shipping sector, innovation and

hi-tech sector with broader tax incentives for

non-domicile employees, tax exemption for

investments in innovative companies and tax

deduction for research and development

expenditure, Digital Nomads. All these

specific information are available on the

Ministry of Finance website.

Finally Mrs. Georgalla complemented with the

Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce for its

excellent contribution in strengthening

business ties between Italy and Cyprus and for

the high commitment and plethora of

activities promoted, including the Smart Talk,

the Business Forum and events. The Head of

Economic Diplomacy referred to the

Chamber also as “the best practice” for what

concerns the public tenders information, the

newsletter and the communication tools. She

then highlighted how these activities can also

be expanded to include cooperation in the

Eastern. Nevertheless, the volume of

exchange can increase also expanding the

Easter Mediterranean, through for example,

by engaging Italian and Cypriot stakeholders

that have presence in these countries

(Embassies, Chambers, Trade Centers or even

private companies that are based in

neighboring countries) in order to explore and

promote cooperation. The conclusions by

President Giuseppe Marino, renovated the

Chamber’s commitment to continue

strengthening and further developing the

relation between the two countries,

mentioning also some important joint projects

in the framework of NRRP.
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March Smart Talk

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce that the guest of the

March Smart Talk will be Francesco Quagliozzi, General Manager of Irritec S.p.A. and will focus

on Innovation and Sustainability in Agri-Tech Sector.

The event will be held online on 23th March 2022 at 14:30 ITA / 15:30 CY and registration are

already opened at the email address: segreteria@camcomitacipro.it

The Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics ended on

20th February. During these Games, 109 gold

medals were awarded in 7 Olympic sports

across 15 disciplines. The first gold in this

edition was won by Therese Johaug of

Norway in the women's cross-country skiing,

15 km skiathlon, and the last gold went to

Finland in the men's ice hockey final. The first

Italian medal, however, came from

Francesca Lollobrigida, silver in the 3,000

meter speed skating. Italy finished in 13th

place with 17 medals: two gold, seven silver

and eight bronze. The gold medals came

from Arianna Fontana in short track and

Costantini-Mosaner in mixed curling: Beijing

2022 was the second most successful

expedition after Lillehammer 1994.

Beijing 2022 Winter Olympics.

Cyprus competed at the 2022 Winter

Olympics with one athlete, the male Alpine

skier Yiannos Kouyoumdjian.
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Graphs & Data

Cyprus Economy and Outlook

Harmonized Consumer Prices Index - Annual Rate of Change 5,0%

January 2022

In 2021, a recovery of 5.7% was

recorded following the contraction of

5.2% in 2020 due to the COVID-19

pandemic (more than the EU average

of 5.4%).

A strong forecasts with economy

expected to fully recover by 2023-

2024.

Source: Republic of Cyprus/ Copyright 2021, 

Ministry of Finance, 24 February 2022

In January 2022 the Harmonized

Index of Consumer Prices

increased by 5,0% when

compared to the index of

January 2021 while, when

compared to the index of

December 2021, the HICP

decreased by 0,7%.

Compared to January 2021, the

largest changes were noted in

Housing, Water, Electricity, Gas

and Other Fuels and Transport

with percentages of 14,1% and

10,8% respectively.

Compared to December 2021,

the largest change was recorded

in Clothing and Footwear with a

percentage of -13,0%.
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